[Laws of the change in genotype entropy from F1 to Fn for pairs of independent genes of the selfing population].
This paper constructs a mathematic model for the change in each generation's genotype entropy of the selfing population with independent heterogenes, and describes a ternary tree algorithm to compute the proportion of every genotype. It reveals a linear relationship between the population genotype entropy and the pairs of independent heterogenes m, and a nonlinear relationship between the population genotype entropy and the ordinal number n of a selfing generation. As n is fixed, the population genotype entropy with m pairs of independent heterogenes is m times as many as that with only one pair. As the pairs of the independent heterogenes m is fixed, the population genotype entropy increases generation after generation from F1 to F3, reaching the maximum value at F3, and decreases generation after generation from F3, reaching equilibrium finally at the generation whose genotype entropy is minimum. In this paper, the significance of crossbreeding is also discussed.